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Transcritical riddling in a system of coupled maps
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The transition from fully synchronized behavior to two-cluster dynamics is investigated for a system ofN
globally coupled chaotic oscillators by means of a model of two coupled logistic maps. An uneven distribution
of oscillators between the two clusters causes an asymmetry to arise in the coupling of the model system.
While the transverse period-doubling bifurcation remains essentially unaffected by this asymmetry, the trans-
verse pitchfork bifurcation is turned into a saddle-node bifurcation followed by a transcritical riddling bifur-
cation in which a periodic orbit embedded in the synchronized chaotic state loses its transverse stability. We
show that the transcritical riddling transition is always hard. For this, we study the sequence of bifurcations that
the asynchronous point cycles produced in the saddle-node bifurcation undergo, and show how the manifolds
of these cycles control the magnitude of asynchronous bursts. In the case where the system involves two
subpopulations of oscillators with a small mismatch of the parameters, the transcritical riddling will be re-
placed by two subsequent saddle-node bifurcations, or the saddle cycle involved in the transverse destabiliza-
tion of the synchronized chaotic state may smoothly shift away from the synchronization manifold. In this way,
the transcritical riddling bifurcation is substituted by a symmetry-breaking bifurcation, which is accompanied
by the destruction of a thin invariant region around the symmetrical chaotic state.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Ensembles of coupled chaotic oscillators

In physics, biology, and other fields of science one of
encounters systems in which a large assembly of oscilla
through their mutual interaction produce different forms
collective behavior at the macroscopic level@1–3#. Examples
of this type of system may most easily be found in the livi
world, e.g., the phase-locking of chirps of neighboring ma
of certain species of grasshoppers@4#, the widespread syn
chronous calcium oscillations associated with the burs
electrical activity of pancreaticb cells @5#, or the recently
reported sustained glycolytic oscillations in suspensions
yeast cells@6#. However, similar phenomena also arise in t
study of Josephson junction arrays@7#, in multimode laser
systems@8#, and in charge density waves@9#.

In general, the individual oscillators of the ensemble w
not be identical, but their parameters will be distributed o
certain intervals. Similarly, the interaction network may a
have an inhomogeneous structure with combinations of lo
and global coupling mechanisms and with more or less r
dom variations in the individual coupling strengths. In vie
of obtaining a better understanding of problems of this
ture, a significant number of investigators have studied
properties of large populations of self-sustained oscillat
@10–12#. In particular, it has been shown@13# that the onset
of mutual entrainment, which occurs when the interact
exceeds a certain threshold, bears certain analogies w
second-order phase transition.

However, under far-from-equilibrium conditions, besid
self-sustained oscillations, each element in the ensemble
exhibit complicated bifurcation scenarios leading to det
ministic chaos and to a variety of coexisting solutions.
preliminary study of coupled chaotic oscillators was p
1063-651X/2001/63~3!/036201~15!/$15.00 63 0362
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formed by Bohret al. @14# who simulated 256 interacting
nephrons on a parallel computer. More recently, Pikovs
et al. @15# have performed a numerical study of synchro
zation phenomena in a population of 300025000 globally
coupled Ro¨ssler oscillators. They demonstrated that t
emergence of coherent behavior~and, hence, of a nonvanish
ing macroscopic mean field! is related to a synchronizatio
of the phases of the individual oscillators whereas the am
tudes continue to behave quite differently and are cha
@16#. With further increase of the coupling parameter, amp
tude synchronization of the interacting oscillators can occ
and a large number of coexisting clustered states may
observed. This was shown by Zanette and Mikhailov@17# for
a system of 1000 globally coupled Ro¨ssler oscillators. At a
first sight, the assumed global~or all-to-all! coupling may
appear a little unusual. However, it represents a realistic c
pling type, in particular, in many biological systems whe
the cells~or functional units! are stimulated by signals tha
are controlled by the total activity of these elements.

To fully account for the high-dimensional dynamics of
large population of interacting chaotic oscillators is beyo
the range of present understanding. Such systems will t
cally exhibit an extremely large number of coexisting lim
ing states, each characterized by its own basin of attract
Some of the states may be point cycles or quasiperiodic
tractors ~tori!, and others may represent various forms
synchronous chaotic states. Among these there may be
nor attractors@18# for which the basins are riddled with ini
tial conditions leading to other limiting states@19#.

B. Clustering in globally coupled maps

As a simplified approach to the above problem, Kane
@20# has considered a symmetrical system ofN globally
coupled one-dimensional maps~oscillators!
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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xi~n11!5~12«! f „xi~n!…1
«

N (
j 51

N

f „xj~n!…, ~1!

where i 51, . . . ,N is a space index for theN-dimensional
state vectorx(n)5$xi(n)% i 51

N . «PR is the coupling param-
eter, andf :R→R is a one-dimensional nonlinear map th
can generate chaotic dynamics for the individual oscillato
the absence of coupling. The simplest form of asympto
dynamics that can occur in system~1! is the fully synchro-
nized ~or coherent! behavior in which all elements displa
the same temporal variation. In this case the motion is
stricted to a one-dimensional invariant manifold, the m
diagonal in phase space.

For certain values of the coupling parameter, the state
full synchronization may attract all or almost all initial con
ditions. For other values of«, different types of clustering
are observed@20#, i.e., the population of oscillators splits int
groups with different dynamics, but such that all oscillato
within a given group asymptotically move in synchron
Two-cluster behavior, for instance, is characterized by
dominance of dynamics for which

xi 1
5xi 2

5•••5xi N1
5
de f

x,

xi N111
5xi N112

5•••5xi N
5
de f

y, ~2!

with N1 and N25N2N1 denoting the number of synchro
nized elements in each of the two clusters. This is usually
first type of clustering to occur as the coupling parameter« is
reduced, and the state of full synchronization breaks dow

Under the conditions~2!, the coupled map system~1!
transforms precisely into a system of two coupled o
dimensional maps of the form

Fx~n11!

y~n11!
G5FFx~n!

y~n!
G

5F f „x~n!…1p«@ f „y~n!…2 f „x~n!…#

f „y~n!…1~12p!«@ f „x~n!…2 f „y~n!…#
G .

~3!

Hence, we can study the breakdown of full synchroni
tion and the appearance of two-cluster dynamics by mean
system~3! with parameterp describing the distribution o
oscillators between the two clusters.~More precisely, p
5N2 /N denotes the fraction of the total population that sy
chronizes into statey.! For N53, for example, with two

clustersx15x2 5
de f

x and x3 5
de f

y, the dynamics of Eq.~1! is
described by Eq.~3! with p51/3. Clearly, forN53, two-
cluster dynamics can be realized in3!/(2!1!)53 different
ways. Hence, we have three two-cluster states dependin
the index of subspaces. For larger values ofN, the possible
realizations of a given cluster distribution grow very rapid

System ~3! describes the dynamics of any of th
N!/ @N1!(N2N1)! # two-cluster states defined by Eq.~2!.
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However, it says nothing about the stability of these state
the full N-dimensional phase space, i.e., about their poss
break-up into three- or higher-dimensional cluster states.
deed, any of the two-cluster states may be unstable in
N-dimensional phase space if one~or more! of the corre-
sponding transverse Lyapunov exponents is positive. In
present paper we shall not concern ourselves with this p
lem ~which has been the subject of a number of recent
vestigations@21#!. Instead, we shall consider the mechanis
involved in the transition from one- to two-cluster dynami
for the whole range of possible distributions of the oscillato
between the two clusters. We shall also provide a deta
overview of the types of two-cluster dynamics that can oc
as the parameters« andp are varied.

C. Symmetrically coupled maps

In the case of symmetrical linear coupling

x~n11!5 f „x~n!…1«@y~n!2x~n!#,

y~n11!5 f „y~n!…1«@x~n!2y~n!#, ~4!

we have previously described the processes by which cha
synchronization is lost when the one-dimensional mapf is
given by the logistic mapf (x)5ax(12x) @22,23#. We have
also presented different scenarios for the local and glo
bifurcations that take place after the first transverse dest
lization of a periodic orbit embedded in the synchroniz
chaotic state. In this connection the role ofabsorbing areas
was emphasized in restraining the dynamics of the coup
map system, once the chaotic synchronization breaks d
@24#. The notion of an absorbing area derives from the the
of two-dimensional noninvertible maps@25# and refers to an
attracting invariant~or semi-invariant! region of phase spac
that absorbs all or almost all trajectories from a neighb
hood in a finite number of iterations, and from which traje
tories can never escape. Absorbing areas are bounde
segments ofcritical curves that are obtained as successi
images of the curves in phase space where the Jacobia
the two-dimensional, noninvertible map vanishes. Moreov
parts of the boundary may be made up by unstable manif
of saddle cycles. Recently, Ashwin and Terry@26# proposed
a potential extension of the concept of absorbing are
termed absorbing regions, and discussed their relation
weak and Milnor attractors.

The case of two symmetrically coupled logistic maps w
nonlinear coupling has been considered by Astakhovet al.
@27#. They have followed some of the bifurcations that ta
place after the first transverse destabilization of a lo
periodic synchronous saddle cycle in the diagonalD
5$(x,y)ux5y%. A subsequent paper@28# studied the influ-
ence of a parameter mismatch on the desynchronization t
sitions in the same system.

D. Outline of the paper

As described above, the purpose of the present paper
study the transition from fully synchronized to two-clust
dynamics in a system given by Eq.~3! for an arbitrary dis-
1-2
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tribution of the sites between the two clusters, i.e., for ar
trary values of the asymmetry parameterpP@0,1#. For sym-
metrically coupled, identical maps (p5 1

2 ), the first
transverse destabilization of a saddle cycle embedded in
synchronized chaotic state~and, hence, the transition to rid
dling! occurs via a transverse period-doubling bifurcation
via a transverse pitchfork bifurcation. The presence of as
metry in the coupling (pÞ 1

2 ) does not change the gener
form of the transverse period-doubling bifurcation. T
transverse pitchfork bifurcation, on the other hand, is tra
formed into a saddle-node bifurcation leading to the form
tion of a couple of point cycles off the synchronization ma
fold. The riddling bifurcation hereafter becomes transcritic
i.e., it involves the exchange of stability between one of
just-appeared point cycles and the saddle cycle on the d
onal.

We study the sequence of bifurcations that the async
nous point cycles produced in the saddle-node bifurca
undergo as the coupling strength« and the asymmetry pa
rameterp are varied. We show how the unstable manifo
of one or both of these cycles control the global dynamics
the system after riddling has occurred and, hence, the c
acter of the riddling bifurcation. The transcritical riddlin
bifurcation is found to always be hard.

In the case where there is a parameter mismatch so
two slightly different mapsf a1

(x) or f a2
(x) are associated

with the individual space pointsxi , i 51, . . . ,N, the tran-
scritical riddling bifurcation is replaced by two saddle-no
bifurcations. Alternatively, if the sign of the parameter m
match is different~in relation to the sizes of the two sub
populations!, the saddle cycle involved in the transverse d
stabilization of the synchronized chaotic state smoot
shifts away from the synchronization manifold. Again w
show that the stable and unstable manifolds of the async
nous point cycles play an essential role for the dynamics
the system. In this way, the transcritical riddling bifurcati
is replaced by a symmetry-breaking bifurcation that destr
the thin invariant region existing around the nearly symm
ric chaotic state.

The paper concludes with a short description of the bif
cations of the attractors that are placed away from the d
onal and, therefore, are responsible for the dynamics in
two-cluster states of the originalN-dimensional system.

II. THE RIDDLING BIFURCATION

Consider the two-dimensional coupled map system~3!
with f (x) defined as the one-dimensional logistic m
f a(x)5ax(12x). Let the parameteraP(3,4) be chosen
such that the mapf :x° f a(x) has a chaotic attracto
I ,@0,1#. Transverse to the diagonalD5$(x,y)ux5y% the
eigenvalue of the mapF ~3! is equal ton'5 f a8(x)(12«).
So, for «51 we haven'50, and the diagonalD is super-
stable. Moreover, at«51 any initial point (x(0),y(0))
PR2 is mapped ontoD in a single iteration under the actio
of F.

This superstability of the diagonal obviously ensures
existence of an interval for the coupling parameter« around
«51 where the fully synchronous chaotic stateI D
03620
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5$(x,y)ux5yPI% is asymptotically stable. When the couplin
parameter« varies beyond this interval, the synchrono
stateI D loses its asymptotic stability. In the literature such
loss of stability is referred to as a riddling bifurcatio
@29,30#. As described in a number of papers@22,27,29–32#,
the riddling bifurcation takes place when some saddle cy
embedded in the synchronous chaotic state loses its stab
in the direction transverse to the diagonal. Often the sad
periodic cycle that first loses its transverse stability is
relatively low periodicity@33#. The riddling bifurcation for
the map~3! with symmetrical coupling (p5 1

2 ) was studied,
e.g., by Astakhovet al. @27#. Below we describe the corre
sponding bifurcation in the case of nonsymmetrical coupl
(pÞ 1

2 ). As we shall see, it can differ essentially from that
the symmetrical case.

A. Symmetrical coupling

For a.a0>3.678, if the mapf a has a one-piece chaoti
attractorI, the riddling bifurcation~loss of asymptotic stabil-
ity! of the one-piece synchronous stateI D,D takes place
when the saddle fixed pointP0(x* ,x* ) embedded inI D loses
its stability in the direction transverse toD and becomes a
repellor. Herex* 5121/a is a fixed point of the logistic map
f a . It can easily be computed that the bifurcation occurs
«5« rid

6 5161/(a22) when the transverse eigenvaluen'

5(22a)(12«) of the fixed pointP0 becomes greater tha
1 in absolute value.

Consider system~3! with the symmetrical coupling, i.e.
for p5 1

2 . A schematic diagram of transverse bifurcations
the fixed pointP0 is presented in Fig. 1. At«5« rid

2 the
riddling bifurcation involves a transverse period-doubling
furcation of the fixed pointP0 ~the transverse eigenvalue o
P0 leaves the unit circle through21). The bifurcation gives
rise to the birth of an antisymmetric period-2 saddle cy
g25$S1 ,S2% whose points gradually move away from th
diagonal when« continues to decrease. At«5« rid

1 the rid-
dling bifurcation has the form of a transverse pitchfork b

FIG. 1. Transverse bifurcations of the fixed pointP0 lying in the
synchronous stateI D for the map~3! in the case of symmetrica
coupling (p5

1
2 ). To the left ~at «5« rid

2 ), a supercritical period-
doubling bifurcation takes place giving rise to a saddle period
cycle g25$S1 ,S2%. To the right~at «5« rid

1 ), a supercritical pitch-
fork bifurcation occurs giving rise to two saddle fixed pointsP and
Q. The variableh is defined ash5(y2x)/2. Dashed lines ath
50 are for the repelling fixed pointP0.
1-3
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furcation ~the transverse eigenvalue ofP0 becomes greate
than 11). After the bifurcation, two saddle fixed pointsP
andQ close to the diagonal appear. They again move aw
from the diagonal when« increases.

Both the period-doubling and the pitchfork transverse
furcations at«5« rid

6 are supercritical. It follows that the cor
responding riddling bifurcations aresoft @23,31#, i.e., imme-
diately after the bifurcation there exists an invariant region
infinitesimal transverse size, called theabsorbing area
@23,24#, which envelops all trajectories starting close to t
chaotic attractorI D in the diagonal.

An example of the absorbing area that appears after
supercritical pitchfork riddling bifurcation is crosshatched
Fig. 2. As illustrated in this figure, the boundary of the a
sorbing area is partially composed ofunstable manifoldsof
the antisymmetric saddle fixed pointsP andQ, and partially
~near the corner points! by the critical curves L1 and L2
which are the first and the second iterations byF of the locus
of points where the Jacobian of the mapF vanishes:

L05$~x,y!ux51/2 or y51/2%. ~5!

The absorbing area that appears after the period-doub
bifurcation has a similar shape. The only difference is t
now unstable manifolds of the antisymmetric period-2 sad
cycle g25$S1 ,S2% take part in creating the boundary of th
absorbing area.

Just after the supercritical riddling bifurcation~whether it
is caused by a transverse period-doubling or pitchfork bif
cation!, the transversal size of the absorbing area is infi
tesimal. When moving away from the bifurcation point
width grows;Au«2« rid

6 u. This width determines the ampli
tude of the maximal possible bursts away from the synch
nized state.

B. Asymmetric coupling

The bifurcation points«5« rid
6 of the riddling bifurcations

are independent onp. Indeed, as noted in@32#, the transver-

FIG. 2. Absorbing area~crosshatched! for the mapF in the
symmetric case (p5

1
2 ) after a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation o

the fixed pointP0. The absorbing area is bounded partly by arcs
the critical curvesL1 andL2 and partly by unstable manifolds of th
asynchronous point cyclesP and Q born in the pitchfork bifurca-
tion. The parameters area53.8, p50.5, and«51.57.
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sal eigenvalue of any symmetrical point cycle only depen
on the sum of coupling parameters that for the system~3!
equalsd5«p1«(12p)5«. Therefore, the parameter poin
«5« rid

6 of the riddling bifurcations are the same for anyp
P@0,1#.

It is well known @34,35# that period-doubling is a generi
bifurcation. Hence, the riddling bifurcation at«5« rid

2 per-
sists under perturbations of the system, and it maintains
form of a period-doubling even if the symmetry is broke
(pÞ 1

2 ). As illustrated in Fig. 3, an asymmetric coupling on
causes a small difference between the deviationsh5(y
2x)/2 from the diagonal of the pointsS1 and S2 for the
period-2 saddle cycleg25$S1 ,S2%.

Let us hereafter focus on how the riddling bifurcatio
caused by the supercritical pitchfork at«5« rid

1 changes with
the introduction of an asymmetry in the coupling, i.e., f
pÞ 1

2 . To investigate the changes of the transverse pitchf
bifurcation we use a method recently proposed by Ma
renkoet al. @23#.

Using the linear variable transformation

j5~y1x!/2, h5~y2x!/2 ~6!

to Eq. ~3!, we can rewrite the mapF in the new variablesj,
h:

F̃:F j

hG°F f ~j!1 f 8~j!~2p21!«h2ah2

f 8~j!~12«!h G , ~7!

where f (j)5aj(12j) is the logistic map andf 8(j)5a(1
22j) its derivative. The variable change~6! is a simplep/4
rotation of phase space such that the diagonalx5y for the
original mapF corresponds to the axish50 in the mapF̃
~plus a scaling with the factorA2).

For the mapF̃ the riddling bifurcation at«5« rid
1 takes

place when the transverse eigenvaluen'5 f 8(j* )(12«) of
the fixed point P̃0(j* ,0) passes through11, where j*
5x* 5121/a. For the considered values of parametera
P(3,4) the fixed pointj* is unstable for the logistic mapf a .

f

FIG. 3. Diagram of the riddling bifurcation when the fixed poi
P0PI D loses its transversal stability through a supercritical peri
doubling bifurcation at«5« rid

2 giving rise to a saddle period-2
cycle g25$S1 ,S2%. Here h5(y2x)/2. The dashed line ath50
corresponds to a repelling fixed pointP0. The parameterp50.33.
1-4
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Therefore, the absolute value of the longitudinal eigenva
n i5 f 8(x* ) of the fixed pointP̃0 is always greater than 1.

Let the coupling parameter be such that the fixed pointP̃0
is a transversely attracting saddle, i.e.,un'u,1 and the syn-
chronous chaotic state is still before the riddling bifurcatio
Then, there exists an invariant one-dimensional transve
manifold W'5$(j,h)uj5w(h)% passing throughP̃0. The
Taylor series expansion ofw(•) in the vicinity of zero is

w~h!5j* 1~122p!h1
4ap~12p!

n i2n'
2

h21•••, ~8!

where dots denote terms of higher order. From the expan
above it follows that the manifoldW' in the vicinity of the
fixed pointP̃0 is smooth up toC2 provided that the nonreso
nant conditionsn iÞn' andn iÞn'

2 are fulfilled.
Having calculated asymptotically the invariant transve

manifold ~8! we can study the action of the two-dimension
map ~7! along it. In this way we obtain a one-dimension
map h:h°h(h) that is a restriction ofF̃ onto W' in the
vicinity of zero. The expansion of the maph near zero up to
the order 3 has the following form:

h~h!5n'h12a~2p21!~12«!h2

1
8a2p~12p!~12«!

n'
2 2n i

h31••• ~9!

The nonresonant conditionsn iÞn' and n iÞn'
2 guarantee

C3-smoothness of the maph(•) near zero.
Bifurcation of the fixed point h050 for the one-

dimensional maph corresponds to the transverse destabili
tion of the fixed pointP0 for the original two-dimensiona
mapF given by Eq.~3!.

Let p5 1
2 , i.e., the coupling is symmetrical. Then the qu

dratic term in Eq.~9! vanishes. It immediately follows tha
before the bifurcation, at«,« rid

1 , the maph has a single
stable fixed pointh050, whereas after the bifurcation, at«
.« rid

1 , the fixed pointh0 is unstable and in its neighborhoo
there appear two new nontrivial fixed points that are sta
Therefore, with symmetrical coupling the riddling bifurc
tion has the form of a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation
shown in Fig. 1.

When the symmetry of the map~3! is broken, the bifur-
cation diagram undergoes an essential change. Indeed, i
be shown from Eq.~9! that for pÞ 1

2 , and for appropriate
values of coupling parameter«,« rid

1 , the one-dimensiona
map h acquires two additional nontrivial fixed points. Bo
of them are positive forp, 1

2 and negative forp. 1
2 . One of

the nontrivial fixed points being unstable approachesh050
as «→« rid

1 and passes through the fixed pointh0 at «
5« rid

1 in a transcritical bifurcation. In this bifurcation th
interacting fixed points exchange their stability.

For the original two-dimensional map~3! the riddling bi-
furcation obeys the following scenario, see Fig. 4. Wh
increasing the coupling parameter« beyond 1, a saddle-nod
bifurcation occurs at some value of the parameter«5«sn ,
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producing two fixed pointsP and Q. Both of these fixed
points are situated above the diagonalD if p, 1

2 , and under if
p. 1

2 . With further increase of«, the repelling fixed pointQ
approaches the diagonalD. At «5« rid

1 it passes through the
saddle fixed pointP0PD. The fixed pointsP0 and Q ex-
change their stability. After the transcritical riddling bifurca
tion, the symmetrical fixed pointP0 on the diagonal become
a repellor, and the fixed pointQ becomes a saddle lying
below ~for p, 1

2 ) and above~for p. 1
2 ) the diagonalD. The

bifurcation diagram for the transcritical riddling is shown
Fig. 4.

In the variables (j,h) @defined in Eq.~6!#, the coordinates
of the fixed pointsP(j1,h1) and Q(j2,h2) can be ex-
pressed as

j65
1

2
1

1

2a~«21!
, ~10!

and

h65
~122p!«6A~a21!2~«21!224«2p~12p!

2a~«21!
.

~11!

The fixed pointsP andQ exist for «>«sn , where

«sn5
~a21!212~a21!Ap~12p!

~a21!224p~12p!
~12!

is the parameter value of the saddle-node bifurcation ofF.

III. GLOBAL DYNAMICS AFTER A TRANSCRITICAL
RIDDLING

In this section we shall show that the riddling bifurcatio
in the system~3!, if caused by the transverse transcritic
bifurcation ofP0, is always hard. This implies that immed
ately after the bifurcation there will be a path for the traje
tories to go far away from the attractorI D,D, even if they
start in a very thin neighborhoodU of I D . In other words,

FIG. 4. Diagram of the transcritical riddling bifurcation whe
the fixed pointP0(x* ,x* )PI D loses its transverse stability throug
the exchange of stability with another solution. The parametep
,

1
2 is fixed. Forp.

1
2 the bifurcation diagram changes symmet

cally with respect to the lineh50. Dashed curves correspond
repelling fixed points, and solid curves to saddle points.
1-5
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any slight coupling asymmetry transforms the soft riddli
bifurcation caused by a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation~at
p5 1

2 ) into a hard riddling transition caused by the transcr
cal bifurcation~at pÞ 1

2 ). We presume that this type of har
bifurcation will be typical for coupled identical oscillators a
soon as the coupling is nonsymmetrical.

A. Absorbing areas

To throw light on the properties of the transcritical ri
dling bifurcation, the global dynamics of the noninvertib
map F given by the system~3! has to be examined. In thi
connection, the role ofabsorbing areashas to be taken into
account@24#.

Absorbing areas play a fundamental role in the theory
two-dimensional noninvertible maps@25# due to the follow-
ing strong attracting property: they absorb all or almost
trajectories from their neighborhoods and retain these tra
tories forever. Absorbing areas do not arise in diffeom
phisms~since there are no points at whichDF50).

The role of the absorbing area in connection with chao
synchronization in systems of coupled noninvertible ma
was emphasized in a recent paper by Maistrenkoet al. @24#.
Here, it was shown how the existence of an absorbing are
important for the distinction between locally and globa
riddled basins of attraction as well as between subcritical
supercritical blowout bifurcations@30,36#. Only in the pres-
ence of an absorbing area can one observe the phenome
on-off intermittency and attractor bubbling.

WhenN logistic ~or, more generally, noninvertible! maps
are coupled, it is easy to see that the resultingN-dimensional
mapFN will be noninvertible as well, i.e., there exist critica
hypersurfaces such thatDFN50. Hence, when analyzing th
global dynamics ofFN one may expect the existence of ‘‘ab
sorbing volumes’’ —N-dimensional invariant regions whos
boundaries are formed~completely or partially! by images of
the critical hypersurfaces. However, to the best of our kno
edge, so far only two-dimensional noninvertible maps ha
been analyzed on this property. A generalization of the c
cept of an absorbing area to the case ofN-dimensional non-
invertible maps remains an interesting but challenging pr
lem.

B. Absorbing areas for the transcritical riddling

Consider the synchronized chaotic stateI D after the tran-
scritical riddling but before the blowout bifurcation~some-
times this regime is called the regime of weak synchroni
tion, see, e.g., the paper by Maistrenkoet al. in Ref. @21#!.
The chaotic attractorI D is still attracting in average, i.e., it
Lyapunov exponentl' responsible for the growth of trans
verse perturbations is negative~see Sec. IV for details!. For
example, ifa53.8 the riddling bifurcation takes place at«
'1.55, and the synchronous stateI D is attracting in the av-
erage up to«'1.65 wherel' changes its sign from negativ
to positive, and the blowout bifurcation takes place.

In the parameter interval 1.55&«&1.65 (a53.8), the
stateI D is a measure-theoretic Milnor attractor: It attracts
positive Lebesgue measure set of points from its neighb
hood @19,30#. The topological properties of the basin of a
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traction are still far from being understood in details. Certa
progress has been made in the case of piecewise-linear m
In particular, Pikovsky and Grassberger@37# have conjec-
tured that for two coupled tent maps, in the regime of we
synchronization, periodic points are dense in the vicinity
the synchronous chaotic state. A proof of this conjecture w
recently announced by Glendinning@38#.

A state portrait of system~3! after the transcritical rid-
dling bifurcation is presented in Fig. 5. There exists an
variant regionA ~crosshatched! around the chaotic attracto
I D,D. As before, this invariant region is referred to as
absorbing area@25#: its boundary is composed partially o
segments~arcs! of unstable manifolds of the saddle fixe
pointsP andQ, and partially of segments of two consecutiv
F images of the critical curvesL0 denoted byL1 and L2,
respectively. For simplicity, we shall refer toL1 and L2 as
critical curves too. Inspection of Fig. 5 also shows how t
absorbing areaA is embedded in a larger absorbing areaA1
whose boundary is delineated entirely by the critical curv
L1 andL2. In certain parts of the phase space, the bounda
of the two absorbing areas coincide.

Our calculations provide evidence that this type of pha
portrait containing two nested absorbing areas is typical
system~3! in the parameter region after the transcritical ri
dling bifurcation and before stabilization of the fixed pointP
~see Fig. 7!. When a trajectory starts near the chaotic setI D ,
after a number of iterations it will typically fall in a sma
neighborhood of the fixed pointP0PI D and here it attains a
finite probability of going away from the diagonal along th
separatrix connectingP0 with P ~or alternativelyP0 with
Q). The deviation ofP from the diagonal is larger than tha
of Q. Hence, the distance toP provides an upper bound t
the maximum amplitude in the burst of the trajectories aw
from the synchronous state. Moreover, at the point of tran
tion the distancePP0 is finite, and right after the transition
bursts of finite amplitude can therefore be observed. Thi

FIG. 5. Absorbing areasA ~crosshatched! andA1 after a tran-
scritical riddling bifurcation. Smaller areaA is bounded by seg-
ments of unstable manifolds of saddle fixed pointsP andQ, and by
the segmentsL1 andL2 of critical curves. Larger absorbing areaA1

is bounded only by the critical curvesL1 and L2. The parameters
area53.8, «51.57, andp50.45.
1-6
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in contrast to the symmetrical case, where the amplitude
the bursts grows gradually with the parameter.

C. Creation and development of the absorbing areas

Let us follow the evolution of the global dynamics of th
map F, when the control parameter« passes through th
bifurcation value« rid

1 of the transcritical riddling~Fig. 4!. As
we shall see, the sequence of bifurcations observed dif
from that of the analogous in the symmetrical casep5 1

2

reported in@27# and outlined in Sec. II A above.
Before the riddling bifurcation, the attractorI D in the di-

agonal is asymptotically stable for system~3!; it attracts all
trajectories from a sufficiently small neighborhood@30#. At
the bifurcation moment«5« rid

1 , the attractorI D loses its
transverse stability~Fig. 6!. The smallest invariant region
envelopingI D is now an absorbing areaA created by the
unstable manifolds of the saddle fixed pointP and, partially,
by the critical curvesL1 andL2. This is the area of the type
described above~see Fig. 5!. The maximal distance of its
boundary from the diagonal is approximately indicated
the coordinates of the saddle fixed pointP. Its deviation from
the diagonal is

uPP0u5A2
~122p!«1A~a21!2~«21!224«2p~12p!

a~«21!
.

The distance fromP0 to the lower boundary ofA is clearly
smaller. Nevertheless, as can be seen in Fig. 6, it is pos
beginning from the bifurcation moment«5« rid

1 of the
transcritical riddling bifurcation considered. This property
due to the fact that the lower boundary ofA is created by the
unstable manifolds of saddleP.

D. Hard transition

Based on the phase portrait in Fig. 6 for the moment
riddling bifurcation at «5« rid

1 , we claim that any smal
neighborhood of the pointP05Q will eventually spread un-

FIG. 6. Absorbing areaA ~crosshatched! at the moment of tran-
scritical riddling bifurcation. Parameters area53.8, «51.555, and
p50.4.
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der the action ofF throughout the whole regionA. Indeed,
there is a separatrix (P0 ,P) connectingP0 with P. So, a
positive measure set of points from the neighborhood w
move towardsP along (P0 ,P). After approachingP at some
distance, these trajectories go along the unstable manif
of P and then fold on the critical curveL1 ~those moving to
the right! or onL2 ~those moving to the left!. Then they cross
the diagonal and pass near the right boundary ofA ~which is
created by the continuation of the unstable manifolds ofP).
After this, as computer simulations show, trajectories be
to move between the upper-right and the lower-left cones
A.

While restrained to the absorbing areaA, the trajectories
~more precisely, the invariant curves created by the traje
ries! cross the separatrix (P0 ,P). This implies that some
points of the trajectories~those near the intersections! can
again be involved in the motion along (P0 ,P) in the direc-
tion towardsP. And the situation described above will b
repeated giving rise to new intersections of stable and
stable manifolds ofP. Hence, intersections of stable and u
stable manifolds ofP are evident from our numerical simu
lations and lead to a complicated dynamics of the mapF
insideA. However, we have not looked in detail for possib
homoclinic tangencies or considered their persistence
would be interesting to clarify this question to see wheth
Newhouse regions@39,40# exist for the system of two
coupled logistic maps.

Thus, the boundary of the absorbing areaA can be ap-
proached, with any given precision, by trajectories origina
in any small neighborhood of the fixed pointP0 belonging to
the attractorI D in the diagonal. The location of the bounda
gives exact limits for the deviations of the trajectories fro
the diagonal when they enter into asynchronous bur
Hence, beginning right from the moment of the transcritic
riddling bifurcation at«5« rid

1 , the amplitude of the asyn
chronous bursts is of the orderO(1). We conclude that the
transcritical riddling bifurcation is always hard.

This property differs from the analogous riddling bifurc
tion in the symmetrical casep5 1

2 as well as from the rid-
dling bifurcation caused by the transverse period-doubl
bifurcation, which is soft or hard depending on the sup
critical or subcritical nature of the bifurcation causing it@23#.

Let us continue to vary the coupling parameter« beyond
the bifurcation value« rid

1 to observe further changes in th
structure of the absorbing areaA. After the bifurcation, the
fixed pointQ becomes a saddle and moves down away fr
the diagonal. First, it lies insideA so that its unstable mani
folds do not participate in the boundary ofA. Then, Q
emerges from the interior ofA, and its unstable manifolds
begin to contribute to the boundary~Fig. 5!. The parts of the
boundary ofA that are created by the manifolds ofQ move
down and away. However, due to asymmetry (p,1/2), the
distance to the lower boundary ofA from the diagonal re-
mains smaller than the distance to the upper boundary g
by the manifolds ofP.

IV. RIDDLING AND BLOWOUT TRANSITIONS

In this section we describe in more detail the riddling a
blowout transitions for the chaotic synchronous stateI D ,
1-7
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O. POPOVYCHet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 036201
emphasizing the structure of its basin of attraction. Due
the obvious symmetry of the map~3! with respect top5 1

2 ,
we only consider the intervalpP@0,0.5#. To be more con-
crete, let us fix the system parametera53.8 at that the lo-
gistic map f is considered to possess a one-piece cha
attractorI.

An important influence on the riddling and blowout tra
sitions is produced by the presence of another attractor~or
infinity! whose basin can come close to the diagonal. In p
ticular, this concerns an attractorAup ~above the diagonal!
that may coexist with the stable synchronous stateI D , and,
as a result, may affect the riddling and blowout transitio
The two-parameter (p,«) bifurcation diagram of the attracto
Aup is presented in Fig. 7. Bifurcations of the attractorAup
are described in more detail in Sec. VI.

The framework of the bifurcation scenario is the follow
ing. Let p be fixed and consider what happens as« increases
starting from 1. The parameter point (p,«) enters into the
crosshatched region whose lower boundary, at«5«st , cor-
responds to the stabilization of the fixed pointP ~born in a
saddle-node bifurcation together with another fixed pointQ,
see Fig. 4!. P becomes a stable node and, with further
crease of«, transforms into an attracting focus. Hereafter
undergoes a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, and a stable
variant closed curve then appears characterized by quasi
odic or periodic dynamics on it. This curve is destroyed w
further increase of«, and an attracting chaotic set appea
The upper boundary of the crosshatched region corresp
to the boundary crisis bifurcation, at«5«cr , of the chaotic
attractorAup .

The upmost last bifurcation curve in Fig. 7 denoted
‘‘absorbing area crisis’’ represents the contact bifurcation
«5«con , of the absorbing areaA with the basin of infinity
~see@24,25#!. By destroying the invariant region around th
synchronous chaotic stateI D , this absorbing area crisis re
sults in the appearance of holes belonging to the basin

FIG. 7. Bifurcation diagram for the attractorAup situated above
the diagonal. The crosshatched region corresponds to the para
values where the attractorAup exists. Riddling (« rid

1 '1.555. . . )
and blowout («bl'1.65. . . ) bifurcation lines of the one-piece cha
otic attractorI D on the diagonal as well as the curve of saddle-no
bifurcation of P and Q ~Fig. 4! are also shown. LettersR1 , R2 ,
R3 , R4 (B1 , B2 , B3 , B4) denotep-intervals~separated by dashe
lines! with different types of riddling~blowout! transitions~see text
for details!. Parametera53.8.
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infinity within the former basin ofI D . Note that «con
.«cr . Hence, as« is increased, the boundary crisis appea
before the contact bifurcation.

A. Riddling transitions

As discussed in Sec. II, the riddling bifurcation of th
chaotic synchronous stateI D is independent ofp and takes
place at«5« rid

1 5111/(a22). It is caused by the transvers
destabilization of the symmetric fixed pointP0(x* ,x* )
PI D ,x* 5121/a. For p5 1

2 this occurs via a supercritica
pitchfork bifurcation ~Fig. 1!, whereas forpP@0,1/2) the
transition is transcritical~Fig. 4!.

The riddling bifurcation at«5« rid
1 may result in a locally

or globally riddled basin ofI D . This depends on the exis
tence of the absorbing areaA aroundI D , and on the absenc
or presence of another attractor withinA @24#.

Let us first consider the case when the transcritical r
dling bifurcation leads to alocally riddledbasin for the cha-
otic synchronous stateI D . Such a transition takes plac
when the absorbing areaA still exists ~that is, before the
contact bifurcation! and there are no other attractors with
A. As it can be seen in Fig. 7, for the considered valuea
53.8, this occurs if pPR1øR35(0.377 . . . ;0.5#
ø(0.245 . . . ;0.273 . . . ).

The difference between the first and the seco
p-intervals of local riddling is that forpP(0.377 . . . ;0.5#
the fixed pointP has not yet stabilized at the moment of th
riddling bifurcation, i.e.,« rid

1 ,«st ~Fig. 5!. In the second
casepP(0.245 . . . ;0.273 . . . ), theattractorAup has already
been destroyed through a boundary crisis bifurcation, but
absorbing areaA still exists, i.e.,«cr,« rid

1 ,«con . In place

of Aup a chaotic saddleÃup embedded in the basin of th
synchronous chaotic state still exists~Fig. 8!.

According to its definition@30#, the basin of the synchro
nous stateI D is locally riddled when arbitrarily close to an
point in I D, there exists a positive measure set of points t

eter

e

FIG. 8. Synchronous attractorI D and its basin boundary~outer
closed curve! after the transcritical riddling bifurcation. By blac
crosses, a number of periodic orbits belonging to the chaotic sa

Ãup are indicated. Also shown is the boundary of the semi-invari
absorbing areaA that is created by arcsLk , k51, . . . ,5that are the
images of critical linesL0 from ~5!. Parameters area53.8, p
50.27, and«51.58.
1-8
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move away from the diagonal for a finite distance. If there
no other attractor within the invariant absorbing areaA, al-
most all of the trajectories should come back to the synch
nous chaotic state. Some of them will be attracted byI D ,
whereas others will repeat the asynchronous bursts. Su
behavior is produced by the transversely repelling fixed po
P0PI D that has an everywhere dense set of preimages inI D .
Trajectories starting close to such a set will be mapped, fi
into a sufficiently small neighborhood ofP0. Hereafter, they
can move away from the diagonal following the separa
that connects the repelling fixed pointP0 with the saddle
fixed pointP @for pP(0.377 . . . ;0.5#, see Fig. 5# or with the
chaotic saddleÃup @for pP(0.245 . . . ;0.273 . . . ), seeFig.
8#.

If pPR2øR45(0.273 . . . ;0.377)ø@0;0.245 . . . ) the
riddling bifurcation leads to aglobally riddled basin of the
synchronous stateI D . For pP(0.273 . . . ;0.377) one has
«st,« rid

1 ,«cr , i.e., there exists an attractorAup above the
diagonal in the moment of the bifurcation. The repelli
fixed pointQ, causing the riddling in the transcritical bifur
cation with P0PI D , brings with it a stable manifold of the
attractorAup to the diagonal~Fig. 6!. Therefore, there exist
a tongue of points, with vortex inP0, which belong to the
basin of attraction ofAup . This is illustrated in Fig. 9 where
Aup is an invariant closed curve. The fixed pointP0 has an
everywhere dense set of preimages inI D ~the mapF in I D is
noninvertible and mixing!. It further follows that the tongue
with vortex in P0 has preimages in a neighborhood of a
point of I D . It follows that arbitrarily close to any points o
I D there is a positive measure set of points attracted byAup .
This is the case when the basin of the synchronous cha
stateI D is globally riddled with the basin ofAup .

For pP@0;0.245 . . . ) anabsorbing area contact bifurca
tion with the basin of infinity takes place before the riddlin
bifurcation, i.e.,«con,« rid

1 . After the crisis one can observ

FIG. 9. Transcritical riddling bifurcation may lead to a global
riddled basin of the synchronous stateI D with the basin of the
attractorAup above the diagonal. For the given parametersAup is a
closed invariant attracting curve that was born after a supercri
Hopf bifurcation ofP. The basin ofAup is shown in gray. The basin
of I D is densely filled by ‘‘dots’’ that actually are small-diamet
regions belonging to the basin ofAup . Parameters area53.8, p
50.33, and«51.6.
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‘‘holes to infinity’’ of a small diameter within the former
basin of the synchronous chaotic stateI D . These holes are
accumulated, in particular, in a neighborhood of the fix
point Q. Hence, in the moment of the riddling bifurcation,Q
brings with it part of the basin of infinity to the fixed poin
P0PI D . This riddling scenario is similar to what we hav
discussed for the case when the basin ofI D is globally
riddled with the basin ofAup ~Fig. 9!. Therefore, immedi-
ately after the riddling bifurcation, the basin of attraction
the synchronous stateI D becomes globally riddled with the
basin of infinity ~Fig. 10!.

B. Blowout transition

The blowout bifurcation@36# of the attracting chaotic syn
chronous stateI D corresponds to its transformation into
chaotic saddle@30#. The bifurcation takes place when th
transverse Lyapunov exponent,

l'5 lim
K→`

1

K (
n50

K21

lnu f 8@x~n!#~12«!u ~13!

that is responsible for the average growth of transversal
turbations, changes its sign from negative to positive. T
calculation is performed on a typical trajecto
$„x(n),x(n)…%n50

` ,I D ,x(n11)5 f a„x(n)…. For the consid-
ered parameter valuea53.8, the blowout bifurcation ofI D is
found to occur at«5«bl'1.65.

The blowout bifurcation for the map~3! may demonstrate
different scenarios depending on whether it takes place f
a locally or from a globally riddled basin ofI D . As can be
seen in Fig. 7, for pPB1øB35(0.488. . . ;0.5#
ø(0.3 . . . ;0.336. . . ) in the bifurcation moment, the basin
of I D is only locally riddled. In this case, the blowout bifu
cation is expected to be supercritical, which means that
chaotic attractor I D gradually spreads into the two
dimensional phase space@30#. Indeed, as numerical simula
tions show, trajectories of the new ‘‘swelling’’ attractorA

al

FIG. 10. Globally riddled basin of the synchronous stateI D with
the basin of infinity after a transcritical riddling bifurcation. Bas
of infinity is shown in gray. Parameters area53.8, p50.245, and
«51.6.
1-9
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spend most of the time close to the former attracting s
chronous stateI D , see Fig. 11. This attractorA is bounded
by the critical curvesLk that areFk iterations of critical
curvesL0 defined by Eq.~5!.

If pP(0.488. . . ;0.5#, one has«bl,«st , i.e., the blowout
bifurcation takes place before the stabilization of the fix
point P above the diagonal@Fig. 11~a!#. In the second inter-
val pP(0.3 . . . ;0.336. . . ), «bl.«cr , and the blowout bifur-
cation takes place when the chaotic attractorAup developed
from P has already been destroyed@Fig. 11~b!#. Hence, there
is a chaotic saddleÃup in place of it~see also Fig. 8!. In this
case, the chaotic saddleÃup may be included inA.

The blowout bifurcation is subcritical@30# when it occurs
from a globally riddled basin of the synchronous chao
state I D . This is the case for pPB2øB4
5(0.336. . . ;0.488. . . )ø@0;0.3 . . . ). For the first
p-interval, in the moment of blowout bifurcation, there exis
an attractorAup over the diagonal and the basin ofI D is
globally riddled with the basin ofAup ~Fig. 9!. Hence, above
the bifurcation, trajectories are typically attracted byAup . In
the second case,pP@0;0.3 . . . ), theblowout bifurcation
takes place when the basin ofI D is globally riddled with the
basin of infinity~Fig. 10!. Above the bifurcation, typical tra
jectories escape to infinity.

V. INFLUENCE OF A PARAMETER MISMATCH
ON THE RIDDLING BIFURCATION

In the previous section we described the riddling a
blowout transitions when the coupling is asymmetricalp
Þ 1

2 ), but the coupled one-dimensional maps are the sam
follows that for anypP@0;1# the diagonalD remains invari-
ant under the action of the two-dimensional map~3!.

Now, to remove the remaining symmetry from the m
~3! we add a small parameter mismatch between the cou
maps. For this, consider the system

x~n11!5 f a1
„x~n!…1p«@ f a2

„y~n!…2 f a1
„x~n!…#,

y~n11!5 f a2
„y~n!…1~12p!«@ f a1

„x~n!…2 f a2
„y~n!…#,

~14!

where, as before,f a denotes the logistic map with paramet
a: f a(x)5ax(12x). Coupling parametersp and« are simi-

FIG. 11. Attractors for the map (3) and their basin boundar
after a supercritical blowout bifurcations in the presence of a loc
riddled basin. Parameters area53.8, ~a! p50.498, «51.658, and
~b! p50.33, «51.67.
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lar to those for the system~3!. A mismatch between the
one-dimensional mapsf a1

and f a2
can be introduced as fol

lows: a15a anda25ad. For small mismatches the factord
has to be close to 1.

It is evident that for the two-dimensional mapF̂ given by
Eq. ~14! the diagonalD is no longer invariant as soon asd
Þ1. In place of I D,D a two-dimensional invariant-
absorbing areaĨ D arises for some range of the coupling p
rameter«. Its transverse diameter is small as long asd is
close to 1, and vanishes withd→1. We claim that the tran-
scritical riddling bifurcation is replaced by an interior or a
exterior crisis of the absorbing areaĨ D . Moreover, the mo-
ment when this happens is shifted with respect to the c
without mismatch, and this crisis bifurcation is always ha

The above phenomenon can be explained by the follo
ing changes in the global dynamics of the system~14!. There
are two distinctive cases depending on the sign of the m
match, i.e., ifd is smaller or greater than 1. Forp belonging

to the interval@0; 1
2 ), the majority of maps are of typef a1

,

andd,1 implies that most of the maps have the larger no
linearity parametera1. Conversely, ford.1, the larger sub-
population of maps have the smaller nonlinearity parame

First we fixd50.998. When the original system~3! is far
enough below the riddling bifurcation, the mismatch pr
duces a shift of the fixed pointP0 by a small distance abov
the diagonal.P0 is still a saddle, and its unstable manifold
define an invariant absorbing areaĨ D of a fairly small trans-
verse diameter~crosshatched region in Fig. 12!. The bound-
ary of Ĩ D is of the same type as that ofA described in Sec.
III, i.e., it consists partially of the unstable manifold ofP0
and partially of arcs of critical curvesL1 andL2 ~see zoom in
Fig. 12!.

With increasing«, a saddle-node bifurcation occurs th
gives birth to two fixed pointsP andQ over the regionĨ D in
a way similar to its description in Sec. II above. The rep
ling node Q moves towardsĨ D , and, at some moment«
5«sn8 , two fixed pointsQ and P0 meet and annihilate one

s
y

FIG. 12. Absorbing areaĨ D ~crosshatched! that replaces the cha
otic synchronous stateI D ~dashed! when the parameter mismatc
d50.998 is introduced. Parameters area53.8, «51.538, andp
50.4.
1-10
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TRANSCRITICAL RIDDLING IN A SYSTEM OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 63 036201
another in an inverse saddle-node bifurcation. At some la
value«5«sn9 .«sn8 a new saddle-node bifurcation occurs th
results in the birth of two new fixed points~repelling node
and saddle! below the diagonal. Subsequently, one of the
~the saddle! moves away from the diagonal and the other~the
repellor! approaches it. An example of the bifurcation di
gram is shown in Fig. 13.

The crisis bifurcation at«5«sn8 of the absorbing areaĨ D

can be considered as an analog of the hard riddling bifu
tion in the presence of parameter mismatch. Indeed, be
the bifurcation, the trajectories cannot escape from the
absorbing areaĨ D . Asynchronous bursts remain small an
grow smoothly with the magnitude of mismatch and co
pling: the maximal amplitude of the bursts is determin
~approximately! by the deviation of the pointP0 from the
diagonal. After the bifurcation the invariance ofĨ D is de-
stroyed. The trajectories starting fromĨ D get access to a
neighborhood of the saddle pointP located far away from
the diagonal. Further, behavior of the trajectories is simila
that described in the Sec. III: following the unstable ma
folds of P they fold atL1 or L2 and come close to the diag
onal. Then trajectories spend some~usually long! time within
the former regionĨ D before entering a new burst toP; and
this type of behavior will be repeated. This crisis ofĨ D can
be considered as interior. It replaces the transcritical ridd
bifurcation of the symmetrical system in the case when
dling results in a locally riddled basin.

If, at «5«sn8 , the fixed pointQ brings with it part of the
basin of an attractorAup developed fromP, or part of the
basin of infinity, the crisis ofĨ D is exterior. In this case, afte
the crisis, most of the trajectories fromĨ D will move to the
attractorAup over the diagonal, or escape to infinity, so th
they will never come back toĨ D . The exterior crisis replace
the transcritical riddling bifurcation of the symmetrical sy
tem in the case when riddling results in a globally riddl
basin.

Thus, we have exposed the moment when the smoo
growing small desynchronous bursts in the system with m
match~14! are abruptly changed into the appearance of
cursions far away from the diagonal. This occurs when
inverse saddle-node bifurcation of the repellorQ and the

FIG. 13. Diagram for the bifurcations that replace the transc
cal riddling bifurcation shown in the Fig. 4, in the case of a sm
parameter mismatchd50.998.
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saddle fixed pointP0 destroys the thin invariant absorbin
areaĨ D .

Now we consider the case withd51.002. At such a mis-
match the saddle fixed pointP0 is placed slightly belowD.
Unstable manifolds ofP0 again bound an invariant absorb
ing areaĨ D , as it is shown in Fig. 14.

With increase of«, two fixed pointsP andQ arise above
the diagonal in a saddle-node bifurcation. Then, the repel
node Q moves toward the diagonal. At the same time,P0
slowly moves down and away from the diagonal, leading
an increasing size of the absorbing areaĨ D . The bifurcation
diagram is shown in Fig. 15.

With further increase of«, the repelling nodeQ enters
into the absorbing areaĨ D and destroys it. Again, this is th
moment of a crisis bifurcation ofĨ D , which is an analog of
the hard transcritical riddling bifurcation for the case of p
rameter mismatch. Asynchronous bursts of the trajecto
abruptly grow so that the trajectories can go far away fr
the diagonal. In analogy with the above description, the f
ther behavior depends on whether there is an attractorAup
above the diagonal, and whether an absorbing areaA still
exists. After the crisis, trajectories from the former absorb
areaĨ D may go to the attractorAup ~if it exists!, or escape to

-
l

FIG. 14. Absorbing areaĨ D ~crosshatched! replacing the syn-
chronous stateI D ~dashed! in the case of a parameter mismatchd
51.002. Parameters area53.8, «51.55, andp50.4.

FIG. 15. Diagram of the bifurcations that replace the transcr
cal riddling bifurcation shown in Fig. 4 in the case of a sm
parameter mismatchd51.002.
1-11
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infinity ~if the absorbing areaA is destroyed!, or ~otherwise!
fill the whole areaA.

Therefore, in both the casesd,1 and d.1, the crisis
bifurcation of Ĩ D appears as a hard symmetry-breaking bif
cation of the system~14!. Hard transcritical riddling and fol-
lowing blowout bifurcations for the cased51 are replaced
by the interior or exterior crisis of the thin invarian
absorbing regionĨ D in place ofI D .

VI. ATTRACTORS OUT OF THE DIAGONAL

After the above discussion of the phenomena that aris
the presence of subpopulations of maps with slightly diff
ent parameters, let us now return to the map~3! in order to
briefly discuss the bifurcations that occur for attracting sta
situated outside the main diagonalD. As described in Sec
IV, these attractors play an important role in the riddling a
blowout transitions of the synchronous stateI D . At the same
time they represent a two-dimensional dynamics associ
with the two-cluster states~2! in the system ofN globally
coupled maps~1!.

Consider the case«.1. Then, with increasing paramete
« the saddle-node bifurcation occurs at some«5«sn . The
bifurcation results in the appearance of two fixed pointsP
andQ above the diagonal~Fig. 4!. For proper values ofp the
fixed point P becomes an attracting node, and later, giv
rise to another attractorAup , which can be regular or cha
otic. Finally, the attractorAup is destroyed in a boundar
crisis. The region of existence for the attractorAup is hori-
zontally crosshatched in Fig. 16~see also Fig. 7!.

At the same time, the repelling nodeQ approaches the
symmetrical saddle fixed pointP0PI D and passes through
in the transcritical bifurcation~Fig. 4!. Q moves below the
diagonal and becomes a saddle. With further increase of«, Q
stabilizes in an inverse subcritical period-doubling bifurc
tion, and hereafter gives birth to the attractorAdn ~below the
diagonal! that may be regular or chaotic. The attractorAdn
disappears through a boundary-crisis bifurcation. The reg

FIG. 16. Regions in the parameter (p,«) plane for the existence
of the attractorAup above the diagonal~horizontally hatched! and
attractor Adn below the diagonal~vertically hatched!. Curve of
saddle-node bifurcation of the fixed pointsP andQ is also shown
~denoted by«sn). Parameter isa53.8.
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of existence for the attractorAdn is vertically crosshatched in
Fig. 16.

It was shown above that the fixed pointsP and Q are
responsible for the appearance of the attractorsAup andAdn
out of the diagonal for«.1. Let us next study in more deta
the bifurcations ofP andQ. For this, the eigenvaluesn i(P)
andn i(Q), i 51,2 have to be examined. They are the ro
n1,2 of the quadratic equation

n21S 2a~2p21!«h62
«22

«21D n14a2~«21!h6

2
1

«21
50. ~15!

Having fixed the nonlinearity parametera, we move the
parameter point (p,«) along the curve$(p,«)u«5«sn(p),0
<p< 1

2 % of the saddle-node bifurcation~see Fig. 16! where
the fixed pointsP andQ coincide. In Fig. 17 both eigenval
uesn1 andn2 of the fixed pointP5Q are plotted versus the
parameterpP@0,1/2#. One of the eigenvalues equals11
whereas the other decreases monotonically from 2 to 22a
whenp varies from 0 to 0.5.

For anyaP(3;4) there are two singular pointsB1(p1 ,«1)
and B2(p2 ,«2) such that both eigenvalues above satis
un i u51. These codimension-2 bifurcation points are of d
tinct types: inB1 both eigenvalues equal11, and inB2 they
equal11 and21. In the mathematical literature, the sing
lar point B1 is referred to as a 1:1 strong resonance@41#.

Let us now calculate the eigenvalues ofP when the pa-
rameter point (p,«) moves along the bifurcations curve o
stabilization of the fixed pointP ~lower boundary of the hori-
zontally crosshatched region in Fig. 16!. Both eigenvalues
are real here, their graphs are depicted in Fig. 18 as two s
curves. Alternatively, let the parameter point (p,«) move
along the bifurcation curve of destabilization of the fixe
point P ~dashed curve within the horizontally crosshatch
region in Fig. 16!. In this case both eigenvalues ofP are

FIG. 17. Graphs of the eigenvaluesn i , i 51,2 of the fixed point
P5Q calculated for a parametric point (p,«) moving along the
curve of saddle-node bifurcation$(p,«)u«5«sn(p),0<p< 1

2 % ~Fig.
16!. Codimension-2 bifurcations occur atp1'0.033 andp2'0.24.
Parameter isa53.8.
1-12
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complex, graphs of their real and imaginary parts are rep
sented in Fig. 18 as dashed and dot-dashed curves, re
tively.

As one can see from Fig. 18, when fixing parametep
P(p2 ;0.5# and increasing«, the fixed pointP stabilizes
through an inverse subcritical period-doubling bifurcatio
one of its eigenvalues enters the unit circle through21.
WhenpP(p1 ;p2), P is born and becomes stable just in t
moment of saddle-node bifurcation at«5«sn : the eigen-
value of P enters the unit circle through11. When p
P@0;p1) the fixed pointP does not stabilize at all. Inspec
tion of Fig. 18 also shows that the fixed pointP loses its
stability in a Hopf bifurcation, everywhere except for th
point p5p3 where the imaginary part is equal to zero a
hence, a 1:4 strong resonance takes place.

An example of a chaotic attractorAup developed fromP
is shown in Fig. 19~a!. With further increase of« this attrac-
tor grows in size and touches its basin boundary causing
boundary crisis. The crisis situation is shown in Fig. 19~b!
~the boundary ofAup is created by eight arcs of critica
curvesLk).

Let us now briefly outline the bifurcations of the fixe
point Q and the attractorAdn developed fromQ. After the
transcritical bifurcation, the saddle fixed pointQ stabilizes
~for proper values ofp) through an inverse subcritica
period-doubling bifurcation~lower boundary curve of the
vertically crosshatched region in Fig. 16! and becomes an
attracting node. With further increase of«, Q changes from a
stable node to a stable focus and then undergoes a H
bifurcation ~dashed bifurcation curve within the vertical
crosshatched region in Fig. 16! giving birth to an attractor
Adn below the diagonal. Finally, the attractorAdn is de-
stroyed in a boundary crisis~upper bifurcation curve of the
vertically crosshatched region in Fig. 16!.

As it can be concluded by calculating eigenvalues ofQ,
depending onp, there is a possibility forQ to bifurcate
through a 1:2 strong resonance~when both eigenvalues ar

FIG. 18. Eigenvalues of the fixed pointP calculated when pa-
rameter point (p,«) moves along the bifurcation curves of stabi
zation and destabilization ofP. A 1:4 strong resonance occurs
p3'0.42. Parameter isa53.8.
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real and equal to21) and through a 1:3 strong resonan
~when the eigenvalues are complex such that their real p
are equal to20.5). At a53.8 these codimension-2 bifurca
tions take place atp'0.082 andp'0.318, respectively.

With further variations in«, depending onp, different
bifurcation transitions of attractors under the diagonal
observed. They will be reported in more detail elsewhere

VII. CONCLUSION

The transition from fully synchronized behavior to two
cluster dynamics was investigated for a system ofN globally
coupled logistic maps. If the oscillators happen to distrib
themselves symmetrically between the two clusters, the t
sition takes place either via a transverse period-doubling
via a transverse pitchfork bifurcation. This situation was
cently considered by a number of authors, and the main i
of the present work was to extend these investigations
examining the influence of an asymmetric distribution of o
cillators between the two clusters, as this is the more gen
as well as the physically more realistic case. We also stud
the particular phenomena that can arise in the presenc
two subpopulations of maps with slightly different param
eters.

Our first observation was that whereas the transve
period-doubling bifurcation remains essentially unaffec
by an uneven distribution of the oscillators, the nongene

FIG. 19. AttractorAup over the diagonal for the map~3! and its
basin boundary. Parameters area53.8,p50.4, ~a! «51.71 ~after
the destruction of the closed invariant curve!, ~b! «51.744~in the
moment of boundary crisis bifurcation!.
1-13
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character of the pitchfork bifurcation causes it to be repla
by a saddle-node bifurcation in which a saddle cycle an
repelling point cycle are born off the main diagonal. This
followed by a transcritical riddling bifurcation as the repe
ling point causes the synchronization manifold and
changes its transverse stability for a synchronous sa
cycle. An important consequence of this replacement of
bifurcation structure is that instead of a soft riddling tran
tion ~after a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation!, a hard tran-
sition is observed. This implies that the bursts away from
synchronous state can attain finite amplitudes immedia
after the riddling transition.

The transcritical riddling bifurcation itself is nongeneri
and in the presence of two subpopulations of maps w
slightly different parameters, it is replaced either by two su
sequent saddle-node bifurcations, in which the nearly s
metric synchronized saddle solution existing before the
furcation is replaced by a repelling solution, or by t
smooth shift of the saddle solution away from the synch
nization manifold. In both cases the result is that instead
the transcritical riddling bifurcation, we observe a symmet
breaking bifurcation in which a narrow invariant regio
around the symmetric chaotic state is destroyed.

Finally, we followed the bifurcations that take place aft
the riddling bifurcation for attractors outside the synchro
zation manifold. Depending on the parameters« and p that
control the coupling strength and the asymmetry in the d
tribution of oscillators, a variety of different bifurcation se
B
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quences can be observed. Particularly interesting in this c
nection was the observation of several codimensio
bifurcation points that to our knowledge has not previou
been considered in detail for maps.

The concept of an absorbing area has served as one o
main tools in the above investigations. This concept deri
from the theory of noninvertible two-dimensional maps w
the images of the so-called critical curves playing the ess
tial role of nonlinear restraints on the excursions of the t
jectories in phase space. A somewhat similar role is pla
by the unstable manifolds of saddle cycles situated off
main diagonal. These concepts allowed us to characte
both the riddling and the blowout bifurcations in terms
their type as soft or hard transitions. As demonstrated by
investigations, the one-to-two cluster transition in systems
globally coupled chaotic maps depends heavily on the s
metries imposed on the problem. The symmetries associ
with many cluster dynamics are extremely rich, and a
tailed study of the corresponding transitions is far fro
trivial. We consider the discussion of one-to-two cluster tra
sitions as only a first step in developing a more detai
understanding of globally coupled chaotic systems.
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